 F (0.05, 0.10, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 4.5, 5.0, 10.00, and 0.001)
INTRODUCTION
One of the most significant discussions in chemistry is the bond length and bond order calculations. During the 1930s, many attempts by Pauling [1] , Lennard Jones [2] , Penney [3] , Coulson [4] and others were carried out to define the bond order. The first attempt to define the bond order was introduced by Pauling, Brockway and Beach [1] in 1935. It was based on valence bond theory (VBT) [4] .Pauling bond order (PBO) is now the name associated with this definition. Their assumption was that amolecule in the ground state has a wave function represented by a series of canonical structures [4] or Kekulé structures (K). It was also assumed that in a benzenoid the contribution of each of these structures to the π-electron system of carbon-carbon bonds is equal [5] . The bonds in Kekulé structures are specified either as formally double or single. Hence, suitable summation over structures enables a fractional bond order to be defined [4] .
Figure1. Kekulé structures of naphthalene
In a conjugated molecule, PBO was defined as a ratio between two numbers related to these structures [5] .
= (1)
where refers to Pauling bond order, K is the total number of Kekulé structures in a conjugated molecule, and is the number of Kekulé structures in which the particular chemical bond (ij) exists as a double bond. The formula (1) applies to conjugated systems containing single and double bonds. For π-conjugated systems containing single, double, and triple bonds, the PBO is given as [6] The PBOs according to formulas (1) and (2) give weights of the π bondon the chemical bond (ij), which are measures of chemical bond (ij) strength [6] .Counting the Kekulé structures of benzenoid hydrocarbons have been described in a large volume of published studies [7] . For single chain condensed aromatic molecules, Cyvin [8] derived some equations to calculate the Kekulé structures of linear chains (polyacenes such as naphthalene) and bent chains (polyphenes such as tetraphene) respectively. The counts are = + 1 
Where isthe number of benzene rings Another approach of bond order calculations was in 1939, when Coulson derived a definition of bond order based on the molecular orbital theory (MOT) that said ''the electrons are allocated to orbitals which spread over the molecule as a whole, subsequently the sharing and delocalization of the electrons are emphasized'' [9] .The Coulson bond order CBO was calculated using equation (6).
= (6)
Where is the occupation number of the nth molecular orbital, are the eigenvectors of the adjacency matrix which they defined as [10] = .
. .
(7)
Where N is the number of electrons in occupied orbitals.
Both definitions of bond order, Pauling and Coulson were used successfully to predict the bond lengths of conjugated systems. In 1930s, Pauling suggested a correlation between bond lengths and bond orders. This empirical correlation included four points with bond orders and bond lengths asethene (1, 1.34 Å), benzene (0.5, 1.38 Å), graphite (0.75, 1.42 Å), and ethane (0, 1.54 Å). In 1948, the equation that calculating bond lengths which are corresponded to Pauling bond orders was described as [11] 
Where R 1 is the single bond distance and was equal to 1.540 Å, R 2 is the double bond distance and was equal to 1.330 Å and F is the ratio of force constant which was equal to 3. In 1960, the F value was justified to 1.84 and R 1 and R 2 equal to 1.504 and 1.334 Å, respectively. This modification has been given a bond length-bond order correlation with only slight errors from the measured points [5] .The method of Pauling was as effective as molecular orbital (MO) method to predict bond lengths of particular benzenoid hydrocarbons (naphthalene, anthracene, chrysene, quaterrylene and 1,2,8,9-dibenzacridine) [12] .
Coulson described the equation of calculation of bond lengths as
Where s and d are the lengths of pure single and double bond, f s and f d are the corresponding force constants [12] and are equal to 2.48 × 10 5 and 4.90 × 10 5 dynes/cm, respectively. This correlation was applied to predict the bond lengths in conjugated molecules [4] . In the present work, for a selected set of benzenoids, the calculations of bond lengths and bond orders The calculated PBOs and R were correlated. The correlations have shown that the deviation from the experimental correlation (ethylene, benzene, graphite, and ethane) was too big at F equal to 0.001 and it was too small at F equal to 10.00, but it was identical to experimental correlation when F is equal to 2. The Coulson bond orders of some non kekuléan conjugated hydrocarbons that calculated using SHMO program were drawn in Fig. 7 . As shown, the values of them were zero and negative values.
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Figure7. The Coulson bond orders of two of non Kekuléan conjugated hydrocarbons
The Coulson bond orders CBOs of the set of benzenoids were calculated using the eq. (6). The results were listed in table (1) . PBOs and CBOs were correlated with R exp . The figures showed decreased linear correlations. The correlation of PBOs with R exp has R 2 equal to 0.7812 whereas the correlation of CBOs with R exp has R 2 equal to 0.7989. It seems that the later correlation is closer to experiment. These figures also showed that the PBOs are zero for single bonds of bridged ring in perylene KF9, quaterlyene KF19 and dibenzoperylene KF24. But for the same bonds, the CBOs were higher than zero. This result could due to the nature of calculations of definition of Pauling and Coulson bond order because the former definition depends on the existence of Kekulè structure whereas the later definition depends on the sum of coefficients of the atoms of each bond.
Figure8. (The left side) the correlation between Pauling bond order PBO and experimental bond lengths R exp and (the right side) the correlation between Coulson bond orders CBO and experimental bond lengths R exp.
As shown in Fig. 9 , for each molecule, the individual correlations between Pauling bond order and experimental bond lengths (PBO-R exp ), Coulson bond order and experimental bond lengths (CBO-R exp ), Pauling bond order and theoretical bond lengths (PBO-R theo ) and Coulson bond order and theoretical bond lengths(CBO-R theo ) are carried out to investigate the differentiation of both types of bond order, Pauling and Coulson. These correlations showed that, for the same molecule KF4there was two bonds with the same PBO and CBO but different values of R exp . Unlike, for the same molecule KF5 there were two bonds with the same R exp and different PBO but these bonds were with different CBO and different R exp . Kiralj et al. [13] assigned this degeneration in experimental data to the structural variations in the chemical bond, packing forces, unknown experimental errors and other effects. The correlation between PBO and R theo of naphthalene KF2 showed there are two types of bond but the correlation between CBO and R theo of the molecule showed four ypes of bonds. The same outcome can be noticed in table (1) . These results indicate that CBO was more differentiated than PBO. This could be explained as previously according to the nature of Pauling and Coulson definition of bond order. The individual correlations between (CBO and R exp ) and (R theo and R exp ) give the same number of bonds. This result indicates the similarity between Coulson and ab initio definition of bond order. This similarity could due to the Coulson density matrix which is used in ab initio calculations of bond order. 
CONCLUSIONS
It is concluded that Pauling definition was important to predict the bond orders for Kekuléanbenzenoids. The predicted bond orders were positive and in range between zero for single bond, one for double bonds and fractions for intermediate bonds. 
